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Job Title

Aerospace Integrated Logistics Support Manager

Job Location

SW England Crawley Town. LGM are a leading European company of 1000 consultants in
supportability engineering for Aerospace and transport systems.

Job description You have a strong background in the ILS discipline which you have gained through different
assignments related to product support and customer service either in the military users
community or that of a civilian operator in fleet support or as an engineer in the product and
customer service department of an industrial systems manufacturer of different types of aircrafts.
The opportunity You will apply your skills in product support analysis, planning support activities, managing and
delivering support elements on the existing and the next generation of Apache attack helicopters
for the British Army.
The role :

Analyse and participate to the support strategy of the customer, in its environment, in compliance
with its processes and tools;

-

Develop the support solution, identifying or contributing to meet the measures of efficacy such as
availability and maintainability requirements and maintenance cost indicators; and the support
elements with training material, training conduct, technical publications, technical data, spares,
specific benches and tools;

-

Manage all interfaces between the support elements seeing to the consistency required in the
customer contractual maintenance concept;

-

Working as the need arises within the customer organisation departments of engineering, product
support development and customer in service support;

-

Working with the customer supply chain for subcontractor management and the flow down of
logistics requirements.

-

Travel to customer locations, and manage technical meetings and program reviews abroad as
necessary to support the customer.

Skills

Engineer degree standard and substantial knowledge and experience on complex systems.

-

Established experience in Logistics Support Analysis and with the relevant Defence Standards
(DEF STAN 00-600&00-40) or ASD (S Series)

-

Human relational and communication skills to share and disseminate expert knowledge, achieve
customer stake-holders co-operation.

-

Technical knowledge in the new developments in engineering technology as applied to Logistics.

-

Cognizant of Logistics and support package elements;

Others:

You must be able to obtain a SC clearance to work in UK and a NATO Secret level clearance.

Compensation

We offer superb learning and development opportunities as well as a salary in full accordance with
market practices and the professional environment of our customers.

